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The 20th century was a bloody one, full of armed clashes which destroyed Europe, withered an entire generation’s hope of European-level peace. After the Versailles Treaty, the famous economist John Maynard Keynes uttered this prophecy: ”With such a peace treaty, you’ll be at war again within 20 years”.
John Maxwell Coetzee, an important South-African novelist, called the 20th century “Satan’s century”. A tough statement yet extremely true unfortunately. Besides war, the past one hundred years also witnessed terrible totalitarian regimes occur, such as the Nazi and fascism. The hardness of those regimes at least equaled the suffering caused by the world wars. One wouldn’t be wrong to call such regimes state terrorism: a leader suppressing his own citizens just to satisfy his own fantasy. The hugeness of their deeds goes beyond human imagination according to the number of victims.
A classical word of wisdom describes terrorism as follows: ”It kills a few, but terrifies more”.
Raymond Aron depicts terrorist acts: ”An act of violence is considered a terrorist act if its psychological effects exceed the physical ones”  If there is an overwhelming psychological effect, then unfortunately the physical one only has statistic significance.
Terrorism has deep roots in the history, being chosen to discourage the opponent’s action. In my opinion, this is an act of cowardice because it fails to take into account the potential number of innocent victims – that is its main goal. From the famous Assassins of Persia to the Mujahideens in Afghanistan, the fighters for freedom, they all practiced terrorism at local or regional level.
The period 1870-1914 was also called the second Industrial Revolution in Europe. What is currently happening is the first significant globalization wave, as well as some massive  integration of the market, some ”turning the market planetary”, as Michel Foucault called the phenomenon. During this period also occurs an unprecedented wave in the European history of social and political anarchy. From trade union riots in Britain and the United States until the political murders which shook Europe, such as that of Alexander II in 1881 and Umberto I in 1900.
The reputed European lawyer Hugo Grotius used to say: ”Those who only use violence will use even more violence in the future.”  An act of violence has consequences at any level. With respect interstate violence, when a country responds with anger, it all ends in conflict.
There are several types of conflicts, yet the most dangerous and undesirable one is a „hot” war. When occurring between terrorists and a country, war is something abstract and difficult to define, as terrorists do not have a state, a territory of their own, nor boundaries. The phrase ”global war” thus appeared in the United States for this reason.
 
2.	The United States after the terrorist attack
Republicans came to power in the US after the 2000 elections, after a longer hiatus. Their candidate was George Walker Bush, a former president’s son, coming from a top American family, a religious and conservative family. During his term, George Bush invoked God in his public speeches, and enhanced his rhetoric with quotations from the Bible or the Gospel. This image was also preserved after the September 11 tragedy. The image of a president committed to God and to his country, perhaps the most deeply religious president of the recent years after Jimmy Carter’s terms in office.
Prior to September 11, George Bush’s foreign policy mostly relied on strengthening the US relations to the great powers Russia and China. The US diplomacy was more extensive after September 11, more willing to cooperate with any country supporting its global war against terrorism. The purpose was merely to provide legitimacy to using force, as force could not be used unilaterally.
The United States has never faced such an event in its history. We can mention the famous December 7, 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, but that one was an attack on the American Pacific fleet meant to destabilize its naval hegemony. This time a whole world is dismayed. The world’s largest superpower is being attacked on its own territory. This armed attack with a lot of casualties caused a great deal of emotion at individual level. After the attack, everyone found out as quickly as possible about the American tragedy, we were all moved by the death of innocent people.
There are multiple causes and millions of pages have been written, from very attractive and strange conspiracy theories to scientific studies. I will try a little to analyze the causes of this event, then to observe the direction of American politics.
A great American political scientist, Samuel P. Huntigton (1927-2008) predicted a potential clash of civilizations. The clash between Islam and the West. Throughout history there have been clashes like those during the crusades, ended with the Muslims’ victory. Some of the arguments against Huntigton that I will describe here are related to space and society.
It is difficult to set clear borders for two civilizations. We agree we cannot say where a Christian / European and an Islamic area begins. Let's not forget that about 15-20 million Muslims live in Europe, mainly in two major countries, France and Germany.
There are several versions of rituals in Islam, just like in Christianity. Shiites and Sunnis are two large groups that in turn consist of several regional groups. It is hard to believe they will get united soon to accomplish the dream of Al Qaeda, i.e. the Arab caliphate.
After the Age of Enlightenment, the Western countries were imbued with strong rationalism which claimed the superiority of the European culture (“unleashed”, according to Max Weber), which comes into contact with Islamic traditionalism. This conflict between a magical world full of superstitions and a rational one with great ambitions can be dangerous for the world. European cultural messianism conflicts with Islamic Mohammedan messianism. This revolt of the West has produced many advances but also a regression which is represented by intolerance of everything which is of foreign origin.
The Islamic world is no longer that pure, sinless world. It has become corrupt and venal itself. As mentioned above, let us not forget that President George H. Bush, President of the United States of America between 1989 and 1993, supported the Mujahideen, the famous freedom fighters in Afghanistan. The support of his administration had mere political purposes: discourage the Soviet invading army through terrorist acts.
One last argument to support Huntington is Islam's revolt against the West and globalization.
The sheer interest of terrorisms is to spread fear, horror, and violence. These are a few features of terrorist acts:
– the violence of terrorism has a political purpose
         – it is led by non-country stakeholders
         – it reaches non-combatants, spreads panic and horror.
         – it reaches its goal. Its target is both physical, and psychological.
A terrorist act is not only violent, but also full of cowardice. As terrorism is not strong enough to fight a country, it kills old people, children, and women.
After the terrorist attack, the American foreign policy started to have a messianic behavior in 2002, justified by the emotion of the attack, as well as by the shock and amazement to witness the most powerful state in the world helpless. After September 11, the perception of evil changed. In 2002, the National Security Strategy of the United States of created the famous formula: the axis of evil. This axis of evil encompasses those states called mischievous countries that support terrorism, or that harbor terrorists such as Iran, Sudan, Syria, and North Korea.
President Bush said in a speech, "Are you with us or against us?" One of president Bush’s speechwriters, credited by some with the "axis of evil" phrase, asked a question and gave an answer that clearly reflects the situation after 9/11, but also the future path of American politics: "What are bad governments doing? They kill, and the good ones must kill too.” A statement that marked the course of American politics. The offensive against terrorism was just in its early days.

The United States of America was attacked on its own territory. Pursuant to Chapter VII, Article 51 of the UN Charter the country is entitled to individual and collective self-defense. The American political philosopher Michael Walzer stated that a war must be strengthened by law, this right means in fact collective security, the legitimation of the UN. The purpose of a defensive war must also bear the features of a fair war. Jus in bello is a phrase that determines the behavior of states at war. The so-called principle of proportionality describes to us the balanced response of a state under attack. "What is being done must correspond to the purpose, and the purpose must correspond to the reasonable fulfillment of the purpose."
The war in Iraq is perhaps the most contested war since the beginning of this century as well as in the military history of the world. Some experts said that the allied states have responded harshly, without clear evidence, but also for purely economic purposes, Iraq's oil wealth. The United States and its allies have made every effort to separate combatants from non-combatants. The US administration's statements have been refuted by many as false and bearing obscure, cynical interests.

Returning to American politics after the attack on World Trade Center, President Bush and his speeches may be a key to identifying a specific direction. After the tragedy, Bush gave a beautiful quote from the Gospel in a speech: "The light shines brightly in the darkness, and the darkness will never come again" (John 1: 5). This speech was hopeful, full of faith in the US mission of destroying the darkness of terror worldwide.
The call to arms is justified by God. It is a theme of predestination: the American people must save the world from ignorance. To avoid looking like an old-time crusader or, worse, an inquisitor in another speech, Bush said he respected religious pluralism and also non-religious people. Quite a democratic discourse imbued with American messianism. Such speeches are not, or should not be, a surprise to many. The United States has been humiliated by terrorists, the population was terrified, it was just natural to react like that. A religious discourse softens the hearts of all opponents but encourages the Americans’ ones.
Providence was frequently quoted in such discourses. The Rumsfeld doctrine was called either pre-emptive policy or anticipatory self-defense. The doctrine is in contradiction with classical American moral values, the justification for its implementation is to use it only in case of an imminent attack.
The American policy after 2001 will head towards counter-terrorism. A courageous policy marked by realism. Realism means there should be no moral constraints to fight for the survival of the country. Pacifists believe that giving up the use of force is ethical and worth doing. It is difficult to analyze who is right under such circumstances, but according to all the rules of logics, a country under attack must defend itself. By what precise means it defends itself is a matter strictly pertaining to the of fair war theory.

 
3. Is it some new pax americana?
The longest period of peace in the world history was pax romana. It was reported when the Roman Empire controlled almost the entire world known to that time. During the contemporary era, the Cold War brought into question two types of pax, the Soviet and the American one. Paradoxically, this period has been the most peaceful the world has experienced following the Crimean War.
The Unite States is by far the greatest military power in the history. It is the only country able to project its power anywhere in the world, at any time. Although the Israeli Tsahal has a better mobilization performance as it can operate within 6 hours, the US military giant can be mobilized within 12-24 hours. The United States owns naval fleets in all the oceans of this planet. It controls almost every significant strait, such as Bering and the isthmus of Panama. By means of N.A.T.O., it also controls Gibraltar, the gate towards Europe. Its economic strength is difficult to equal, while the prestige of its democracy goes far beyond its borders.
We can state the US is a hegemonic, imperial power. Such power can impose a certain rhythm of international politics, and can regulate interstate behaviors. The so-called ”coalitions of the willing” emerged to fight terrorism. From now on, the countries can act by themselves without being hindered by any barrier, gaining their legitimacy by the strength of the international customary law.
It is hard to believe terrorism will be kneeled down. Yet this crusade creates some security climax unequaled since the fall of the U.S.S.R. Terrorism must be restrained by all possible means. Hugo Grotius believed that ”Preventive war is never fair.” This statement was perfectly in line with those old times. Preventive war is entirely fair at the present, I believe. If one country holds actual proofs it is to be attacked, it needs to respond to prevent causing distress to its population. The first requirement one ought to meet as president elect of their own people is to seek good for one’s nation first and foremost. Anticipative self-defense doctrine was properly designed, but not as properly implemented, unfortunately.
I can state this offensive against terrorism, correlated with several national security measures looks like some PAX AMERICANA of a new kind.
People worldwide will not forget September 11th too soon. Our duty from now on is to try and prevent such tragedies not only through offensive measures, but also by collaboration or defensive measures. To cooperate with the Islamic world and beyond (at international level), as well as minimize the main factors causing terrorism, such as poverty, hunger, war, anti-Semitism, and xenophobia.
A terrorist should not horrify millions of people, but the countries should impose respect on terrorists and daunt them instead.
 
 



